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I. SPEECH AS AGGRESSION

Ours is the only species that will kill for an idea. I wrote that sentence before knowing that American diplomats would die, in Libya on September 11, 2012, at the hand of someone who thought killing was required to defend their idea against ours. So, first, I pause to honor our ambassador and representatives who lost their lives on a mission of peace and diplomacy. How very blessed we are that some will take this risk on our behalf.

In American jurisprudence it is sometimes said that there is no such thing as a false idea, but ideological neutrality is a luxury we do not have in an armed world. The person who would kill me because I am an American is motivated by a false belief. The notion that I cannot speak of their motivations in a language of peace is also a false belief.

Some of the thinkers I admire most, from John Dewey to Renato Rosaldo, would hesitate at the toxic certainty in that voice. So, I will retreat and say simply this—we must find a better ideology, a place closer to truth, without falling into the killing space of “one way, my way, not yours.”

“No such thing as a false idea” is an easy position. The harder position is one that Alexander Meiklejohn sought—an ordering of ideas, putting greater value on the ones needed for the democratic conversation, the ones that get us closer to truth. Insulting someone’s religion with the intent of inflaming hatred is not high value speech. It neither seeks truth nor invites counterargument. It aims past argument in the same way a fist to the face does. It is far from the core of the democratic conversation that we seek to protect through our First Amendment.

I have argued for limits on assaultive speech because of my concern for the basic rights of targets: the right to live, to go to school, to raise a family, to move about freely, to participate in self-governance, to speak, to thrive. The core of human rights, the core of personhood and substantive Due Process, is absent in a reign of terror under which certain groups are targeted for hatred and annihilation. Simply put, genocide is the opposite of what is protected by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Therefore, I have argued, the ideological underpinnings of genocide—the hate propa-
ganda that necessarily precedes it—are properly restrained under our legal system. Less dramatically, equality is foundational in a democratic system that relies on participation by all. Hate propaganda that diminishes the ability of some to participate equally in this project carries constitutional cost deserving of weight against costs to speech neutrality. This argument puts me in a decided minority under American jurisprudence, though not under international law. The justifications for American First Amendment exceptionalism are non-trivial, and I have tried to give them serious response elsewhere, primarily in my book with Charles Lawrence, Richard Delgado, and Kimberlé Crenshaw.10

This essay takes a different turn by exploring rhetorical bullying in the form of what we can and cannot say, and the origins of rhetorical bullying in the structures of subordination. If speech is as valuable as the First Amendment posits, then the conditions under which speech lives and dies are worth considering. I began writing about hate speech as a lawyer because of the effects of hate speech on the Civil Rights Movement. When people spoke up for freedom, they were predictably attacked by hate groups that used words and violence in a seamless package. “Outlaw the Klan” was a movement demand, and I wanted to figure out why this demand was so reflexively deemed unconstitutional.

I learned through talking about hate speech that the discussion of speech itself takes place in a discursive world in which certain things are considered unutterable. The discipline mechanisms that enforced this convention were decidedly male. “You can’t say that and call yourself a lawyer,” “I am appalled that you are allowed to teach,” “You are a fascist,” I was told in territorial, disdainful, bullying, vein-popping-out-of-the-neck tones that harked back to the primitive world of the schoolyard, or the unmediated, culturally male space of certain deposition rooms that I witnessed as a young lawyer. At one debate, a discussant grandiosely refused to shake my extended hand.

These responses are completely counter to the tone I attempt to project. I was taught, and I believe, that good scholarship considers counter-arguments and acknowledges weaknesses. I am not convinced that, in my First Amendment analysis, I have the lines drawn exactly where they should be, and have said this explicitly.11 Errors in speech doctrine are costly, so movement to restrict speech should err on the side of speech protection.12 At the same time, we are sitting on a powder keg that could blow. There are error costs on both sides, thus the need to engage deeply, as I have with respected colleagues in the civil liberties community.13

Self-doubt is not the custom in public debate. In adversarial speech performance, the voice of certainty carries weight. Probing, intersubjective, self-reflective conversation is odd. Yet if speech is a cornerstone of democ-
racy, if developing better ways to live on this planet without destroying it is a prerequisite to our survival, we need to bring all the necessary ideas to the table. The First Amendment can save your life; the wrong idea can kill you. This is why I am concerned about the mechanisms by which speech is suppressed in daily life, and am searching to understand the ways in which Hate Studies tells us something about conversation ending.

II. THINGS WE CANNOT SAY

Listen for peace talk, and you will find its absence in public conversation. By peace talk, I refer to a rhetoric that in substance extols and promotes peace, and in style seeks peace as a process of mutual discovery, infused with spirituality, love of humankind, and wonder, as well as standard claims of fact and proof. Peace talk leaves room for self-doubt and self-criticism. It resists binaries of us-and-them, seeks common humanity, suggests ways in which we are all complicit with violence, and proclaims our mutual responsibility to end violence. It is a kind of talk largely absent when politicians hold press conferences, when professors teach in large lecture halls, when learned experts expound on news shows or public radio. Peace talk is marginalized: “peaceniks” is a dismissive term, accompanied by stereotypes of muddle-headed, aging hippies. Academics who break the rules and openly engage in peace talk are called biased, as though violence and its absence are equally plausible choices, each deserving equal consideration in a discussion of the good life. Choosing peace is not “objective,” and since good scholarship is objective, peace advocates are not good scholars. Choosing peace ignores hard realities, is dreamy, soft, or worse, is itself an act of war: If you are arguing for peace, you must want our enemies to win.

My claim that peace talk is subject to discipline is one that comes from personal experience, from all the pejoratives—from naïve to dangerous and worse—predictably received when ideas of peacemaking are raised. As Catharine MacKinnon once said to men who were skeptical of women’s reported experience of patriarchy, “Try speaking up for women on a regular basis and see how you are treated.” Similarly, try speaking up for peace on a regular basis and see how you are dismissed.

Here are five things that one cannot say in public conversation without encountering predictable forms of rhetorical discipline and shunning:

1. People who seek refuge in Islamic extremism are our fellow human beings. Before we dismiss them all, we should ask what conditions pushed them to a place from which they see harming Americans as just.
2. We, who live in the metropol of three meals a day, exhaust-spewing belt-ways, mysterious financial instruments that can take down a country without the consent of its people, with overflowing closets stuffed with goods we don’t need created in overseas factories where workers die in sweatshop fires, benefit from a system that causes others to resent us.

3. We should create an international army for peace, calling on all world citizens to reach out to others whose religion, culture, or beliefs are different from their own, and denouncing arms traffickers as the enemies of freedom. Or, as one self-described Green Zionist asked me at a multiracial break fast

4. We should teach peace in our schools, along with the languages, cultures, histories, and religions of the wide world so that we encounter our neighbors with less ignorance.

5. I am deeply sorry that someone from my country chose to say cruel, false, horrible things about your faith. I am ashamed that this came from my country and reached yours. I regret that it insulted you.

There are several reasons why we do not say or hear these things in the public sphere. First, they might strike you as polemical and therefore not useful, or counterfactual, or misleading. But what if you agree with at least some of the content? Why can’t one say these things in public discourse, in a Presidential debate, in a classroom, at an academic conference, in the marketplace of ideas, without drawing ridicule and opprobrium?

Peace talk comes up against the hard fist of discipline. If you say these things, someone will proclaim that you grovel to our enemies, justify their transgression against us, and walk on the graves of good Americans who gave their lives for freedom. You are a naïve simpleton who does not understand how dangerous the world is; you are dangerous.

I recently taught a class on religious traditions and peace, covering readings from the Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic, Old and New Testament, and Daoist traditions, among others. The conversation was wide-ranging and personal. I wept while reading “blessed are the mourners, for they shall be comforted,” as I told my students about a family I knew with three children who had just lost their father. A student who does not believe in God told of crying at the sight of a rainbow, which, as a physicist, he understood as a scientific phenomenon of light and molecules. Prompted by the rainbow story, a student with a military background said he “lost it” when, in high school, he first learned about black holes. We talked about the spiritual, the things beyond reason, in a law school classroom, as part of a reading designed to consider the role of religion in both promoting peace and generating sectarian violence. The discussion was personal, wide-ranging, emotional, open-ended, with no voice of authority or right answer. We tried to see something about the human condition and the path to peace. Every
person in the class spoke and when we left, we were not sure what we had learned.

“This conversation,” I said, “would seem strange to people outside this class,” and students could make a list of the pejoratives others would use. From “that’s not law,” to “new age BS.” Our law school discussions rest on an assumption of secular modernity, yet, as one student who had been to seminary pointed out, billions of people see some version of seeking transcendence as central to their life. That is not going to change. Another student said, “It Is.”

In the world as “It Is,” people take their spirituality seriously. They yearn for meaning. They want to join something bigger than themselves. Why not, then, offer them a worldwide peace movement? Margaret Mead argued on strong anthropological evidence that war is a human invention, not universal across either geography or time. We could, she said, come up with a better invention. To talk about it, however, is regarded as naïve dreaming, neither rigorous nor lawyerly. As though letting the world drift, awash in weaponry, through endless war, is somehow the smarter, more realistic, more adult response. Rejecting agency over history becomes hard; calling for a plan to ameliorate hate and protect our planet is soft. An inversion, as Critical Race Theory tells me, is a power move. Question it.

When a horrible incident of terrorism, prompted by sectarian hatred, falls upon us, it is too late for ordinary people to ask the questions we should have asked years before: Who hates us, and why? What conditions created that hate? Who are our allies in ending that hate? I honor our entire diplomatic core whose job it is to ask those questions always. Unfortunately, they explore those questions behind closed doors. Parts of that work are necessarily classified, but I suspect much of it is not discussed publically because critics will seize upon efforts to explain the causes of resentment as “un-American.”

Actual stories—of a parent mourning a child killed by one of our military accidents, or of a teenager working in a sweatshop run by one of our corporations—are not told in a way that humanizes the vast “over there.” And so, we are shocked when things erupt and the news blasts crazed faces “over there,” marching in the streets and shouting anti-American slogans. By then, any efforts to explain, understand, or complexify our world are misheard as justification: Are you with them, or are you with us?

I began teaching Peace Studies for law students about a decade ago at the Georgetown Law Center, in the wake of September 11, 2001. A tiny group of frightened students asked me to lead a discussion on peace. We are under pressure to put American flags up in our dorm windows, they said. Any suggestion that compulsory nationalism is not our preferred
response is not allowed. So far, we haven’t found any professor willing to lead a peace discussion for us.

As time passes, I will have to explain to current students what “not allowed” meant in that period. Those students were evacuated from their school. They had to stand in line to call home on banks of phones the law school had set up when communication throughout the city shut down. I had shared with them a day of sick fear in which rumors overran Washington and all the things we counted on, from accurate news to public transportation, were suddenly gone. In the midst of fear and char and funerals, it is hard to say, “I want to talk about peacemaking.”

As a teacher, I felt called to open a space where teachers and students could talk about it. I helped organize discussion groups for law professors, published peace essays in hastily organized symposia, and prepared a course proposal and syllabus. Through those experiences, this is what I learned: In times of crisis, the voice of war is certain; the voice for peace is not. While we have the stunning counterexample of Patsy Mink and members of the Congressional Black Caucus speaking forcefully against war in the Capitol, their voices were hardly heard. They were drowned out by the fighter jets and bombers that launched immediately, to cries of “Thank God” coming from a stunned citizenry. The war machine went into action on swift wings of certitude, while on the ground the peace discussions were agonized and small.

“I can’t say where I stand if I don’t understand the complete situation. I don’t even read Arabic,” one professor said.

“George Bush doesn’t read Arabic,” I said, “We are law professors. We train our students to ask good questions. What are five good questions we should ask before an invasion?”

“I believe an invasion is wrong and will make things worse, but what if I’m wrong? What if we go into Iraq and we really are able to make things better for the people there,” a thoughtful participant in the group, DC Asians for Peace and Justice, offered quietly.

“The White House offers no evidence that good outcomes will happen. We question whether we are wrong, but the war-makers never question. That is why we have to speak for peace,” I said.

“I just have to believe they know something I don’t know that justifies what they are doing,” a neighbor said.

“But we were lied to so many times before. Why should we trust them now?” I asked.

Meanwhile, unbeknownst to me, a future student of mine was deferring law school and volunteering for service in the U.S. Army. His country was attacked and he felt duty-bound to defend it; I so admire this student.
Years later, as a returning combat veteran, he ended up in my peacemaking class. I welcomed him and asked why he chose the class. “I thought I knew everything I needed to know, and now I don’t know what I know, and I’m just here to try to figure it out,” he said with a quiet humility that stilled the room.

Why is it so hard to say “I don’t know; I am figuring it out?” Does it take a Purple Heart to earn that right? I know I often mention my father’s Purple Heart when advocating peace, as though his sacrifice somehow gives me permission to challenge the certainty of warrior culture.

Watch the deployment of agnosticism versus certainty in the following argument forms:

1. The First Amendment absolutist refuses to rank order ideas. There are no false ideas.
2. The America First rhetorician admits no space for self-criticism. America, right or wrong.

As a Critical Race Theorist and peace activist, I have encountered both of these forms repeatedly, and see a commonality in the refusal, within these rhetorical moves, to do the hard work of evaluating complex historical circumstances and multiple causation. In the first rhetorical move, we have no means for evaluating truth claims and will only invite tyranny if we try to unpack the relative value and harm of assaultive speech. In the second one, we are the good guys; our choices are therefore unassailable. When we make choices that put us further at risk for global instability—choices that allow growing wealth inequality, for example—our choices are off the discussion list in unpacking the threat. In a reconfiguration of cause, critique of our choices becomes the problem.

In Critical Race Theory, we challenge both positions, wrenching open a space to speak tentatively about the conditions of our lives in a challenge to dominant stances on the knowable and the known. The method is consciousness-raising; the end is saving our own lives. The core of the First Amendment that welcomes all ideas, that rejects premature certainty, is critical: all ideas should have their hearing. This does not mean all ideas are equally valid; we should take stands on truth and value, and do the hard work that is required to have confidence in our positions. Hard work means that all ideas should have their hearing, particularly those we tend to shut down because of a need to deny our complicity with injustice.

The retrieval of voice was an early and persistent theme in feminist theory and Critical Race Theory, and it applies as well to the voice of peacemaking. The humility of the peace voice is largely absent from the
current political landscape. This is the sound of silence I was taught to listen for in anti-subordination theory—the silence that locates injustice.

Peace conversations subject ideas to scrutiny, revealing hard choices and opening new spaces:

Pay more for gas, talk to your enemy; what might those suggestions do for you? No, I’m not sure I am right. You might be right. I respect you. I listen to you because the world is wide and no one knows everything we need to know about it, because over a thousand cups of tea, we may find that all that makes us enemies is smaller than our need to survive, together, on this planet, this mere raft we float on as we journey to what may or may not be the ultimate destination.

If you speak this language in law school, you are called “not serious.”

III. PROFESSORS WILDMAN AND GRILLO POSE A QUESTION

Worldwide anger over an insulting anti-Muslim film erupts, an American ambassador is killed, the uprisings of the Arab Spring continue. Demands for answers and calls for action predictably follow. These demands eclipse complex backstories, deep historical contexts, and significant missing facts, as calls for immediate answers and moral absolutes predominate.

Before we even mourned the deaths, a rhetorical dance began. Had our State Department wrongly apologized for Islamophobic propaganda? When? Did the President speak too softly? Who failed to defend Americans? Who will pay?

What creates this conversation form, in which everything is black and white, softness is a curse, and complexity or tentative conclusions are not allowed? My answer might surprise you, but it is of direct concern to Hate Studies: It is called homophobia.

Professor Stephanie Wildman emailed recently to say, “I seem to remember Trina saying you think homophobia is the central form of subordination. Did you really say that? Can I cite it?” I emailed back, “I’ve said something like that,” and sent a few cites. “No, that’s not it,” she replied. Finally I picked up the phone and we talked it through in the “what if this is true? I think maybe it is, but also consider. . .” conversation form that feminists and Critical Race Theorists have always used to see clearly through smoke and mirrors. In just such a discussion, that an insistent justice seeker like the late Trina Grillo would push, I must have backed into a tentative claim, no doubt influenced by the work of Suzanne Pharr, about the primacy of homophobia in shaping structures of subordination. In honor of the “noodginess” for justice that is the Grillo-Wildman team,
here I elaborate on that claim, knowing – as we always have – that the right answer is a work in progress.

        Dear Wildman and Grillo,

        You are right to push this question. In all our study of subordination we are careful to avoid false equivalencies, false hierarchies. Opposing hierarchy would be a central tenet in what brought us together in the first place, except that there is no central tenet in anti-hierarchical analysis. It is useful, however, to posit the existence of a primary fulcrum for injustice in our culture; I believe the closet, and its mechanisms of enforcement, is it.

        What is the form of discipline that keeps us silent? The field of Hate Studies identifies structural, rhetorical, symbolic, neurological, and emotional elements to the kind of hate that turns to violence. What does it take to overcome the natural inhibition against hurting another human being? The papers discussed at the special symposium to mark the tenth anniversary of the Journal of Hate Studies speak of semiotics, of disgust, of in-group solidarity, fear, and survival impulses. As I read all of this, I thought of the role of homophobia, the semiotic motherlode, the paradigm binary, the place we learn about hate, disgust, fear, inside, outside, retribution. I say this as a Critical Race Theorist who has worked all my life against racism, as a feminist woman who is conscious of the target on my back put there by patriarchy; as a union supporter who walks picket lines for workers’ rights. Next to all of that, why does the closet still seem so big?

        As Critical Race Theorists, we have looked long and deep at racism, its history, its permutations, functions, and ideology. When I put racism next to the closet, I see relationships: emotive and psychodynamic aspects of hate and disgust, the need for clarity of boundaries and binaries as enforced with law and violence, the valorizing of bullying behavior and stigmatizing of kindness and empathy, the driver of fear, of outcast status, the need for a group up against the liberal ideal of the individual. And at the end, I see the vulnerable body and the material consequences of stigmatized status.

        In the world I grew up in, no one was out and gay—no professional athlete, no rock star, no politician, no one on television, no classmate, no teacher, no friend or workmate of my parents, no one in my neighborhood, no relative, no political comrade in the many struggles for peace, labor, and civil rights in which my family marched. Everywhere I went, the closet was there and invisible except to the people who were locked in it. Enforced conformity on this level existed for no other form of subordination in my lifetime.
As soon as I learned that there was a social system to negotiate outside of my family, I also learned that boys who were not strong were sissies, and that this dangerous charge could bring a small fist to a sickening blow that bloodied a small nose. Children saw this, and they learned. Somewhere along the way, in whispered secrets, a child was told that gay people existed, was told this with the kind of “not us” signaling that scholars of Hate Studies describe in their work as the means of transmitting hate of the worst kind: the hate that kills.

The need for clear boundaries and sharp binaries to separate normal from transgressive was nowhere more evident than in these whispers and the schoolyard bullying of the weak. Weakness was hated, and jumped on. Your own parents told you to stand up to the bully, because backing down made you a permanent target.

Alice Miller says that at home children learn not to empathize with themselves and therefore learn not to empathize with others. I think she is right, but I also saw in my childhood that showing empathy was risky, and that many good-hearted, guilty children stood by and watched as the sissy was targeted, maybe even cheering on against their true heart’s contrition, lest they become the next target.

Growing up next to the closet, boys could not show kindness. The rare ones who could amassed social capital to resist in some way. The captain of the football team, or the funniest and most loyal charmer you ever met, might get away with gestures of empathy toward the weak. “Leave him alone,” a 12-year-old said in a field near my house. This simple intervention became legendary, because it shut down an incident when an awkward child was about to get mobbed. The children and their parents repeated this story precisely because it was so remarkable. What gives one child the power to stand up to a mob and deflate its tumbling rush to cruelty? That 12-year-old was known to his classmates as brave, humble, consistently generous, and fair to all. He was popular in a calmly confident way and he was the last one on the schoolyard anyone would call a sissy. He could do it.

What of the children who are on the fringe of that crowd, the silent witnesses, or the marginally willing participants who choose again to go along with the mob? What citizenship are they preparing for in their schoolyard? Quiet watchers are often present when group hate manifests. We rarely teach them strategies of resistance.

Where does the lynch mob come from, the Jim Crow sign, the new school segregation? Where does rape come from, power-over as sex, taking and hurting because she is “just a girl?” Why do we see buying and selling of women as a victimless crime, sweatshops as inevitable, homelessness as chronic, children killed by our robot planes as collateral costs of justified
self-defense? How do we stop seeing pain to another body as pain to our own? Human empathy makes it quite hard to watch pain to another. Even my dog does not like to watch pain, so how do we learn to stop feeling?

If you grow up next to the closet, watching “unmanly” boys backed into corners, while the master rule of “don’t tell” governs the schoolyard, you know you are on your own in this world. Get yours, find a group, don’t signal weakness, and don’t ally with the weak.

Early in my work on both hate speech and Critical Race Theory, I thought what was missing in liberal legal analysis was a deep understanding of individual identity as inextricable from group identity. People need their groups, love their groups, form a sense of self in their groups. Group identity of the solidaristic, joyful type—a tribe dancing their style, a cook seasoning food the way “we do it here,”—seems useful, human, and not only harmless but generative of warm intersubjectivity. Come have some of this. No one makes it as well as we do here.

I do not think our human habit of affinity is itself the problem. No. *Mean* is the problem. *Fear* is the driver. The closet is the mechanism. Group identity combined with power imbalances, political hegemony, subordination, forced conformity and violence, is the social degraded into its opposite.

Many of us are distinctly vulnerable through our group identities, or rather how others engage those identities. Libel of one’s group is therefore a libel against the individual, and, given the right historical circumstances, a threat of real and imminent harm to the individual. Lies about your race or religion, lies that could cause others to kill you, are an intrusion on your personhood, even if no one used your individual name or address. We teach our daughters rape avoidance, and as a woman, I learned early on that I was targeted as a woman. I learned someone who did not know or care a thing about my individual identity could target me for harm because of my gender. My group identity and source of pride and joy—my life as a woman—made me an object of hate.

In my youth, I witnessed the complete triumph of the closet and all the brutality that went along with it. Then began the great migration out of the closet that is beginning to show us how, overnight, we can let go of an ancient fear and just see love where we should have seen it all along. The next generation will see gay people in every single place where they were once invisible: in school, at work, at church/synagogue/mosque/temple, on television, in professional sports, in politics, in the neighborhood, raising families, or not, as they choose. It is possible that the next generation will grow up without the discipline the closet generated.

Does it make sense to call someone a sissy if every place on the con-
tinuuum of girl to boy is happily inhabited by someone you know, maybe even someone you love? If you cannot call someone a sissy when that person engages in acts of kindness or silly exuberance, where will mean go? What will happen to the political accusation of “soft”?  

In addition to the closet, the great looming presence of my lifetime, now also deflated, was Cold War paranoia. “Soft” was leveled at peace-makers who were soft on the enemy, soft on communism, soft on crime. No President, including the man I admire who currently occupies the White House, is allowed to seem conciliatory to those nations who are seen as our enemy. No apology when they are offended, no nod to what we admire in their culture, no inviting them for tea under vine and fig tree, even though there is no other way.  

Before he became President, this wise man said we have to talk to our enemies, we have to reduce nuclear arsenals, we cannot bomb our way to world peace; negotiation and diplomacy are not the same as surrender. When he became President, this language receded, lest political opponents pounce. Peace talk gives aid and comfort to the enemy, they were waiting to say, it makes us seem weak.

The closet is falling and the cold war is over. Maybe we can say it now: We, the vast majority of human beings who seek neither war nor hate, who want only to wake up tomorrow morning, go to work, love our families, tend our garden, would like the minority of bellicose bullies to stop making human history a river of blood. Sabre-rattling is not brave. It doesn’t cause the other side to cower in submission. It will make them hate us. They will forge sabers out of plowshares while their own children go hungry.

IV. It’s Cold Outside

A final way I see the closet as the major enforcer of subordination of all kinds is through the inscription of the public-private split. Out of the closet is public, where we conduct business, law, war, work, and politics. Inside the closet, in private, is where we love and make love, bond, and grieve. The gay judge, rock star, quarterback, general, senator, or boss wields conventional male power, and gets to do this under the old rules, so long as he does not tell us he desires men. Desire is trivial, not important. A deal of silence is cut and love is the loser.

All of us who lived during the reign of the closet, whether straight or gay, learned to leave the soft, messy parts of ourselves at home: Come to work with a broken heart, and function like a trooper, because in the real world of work and politics, your subjectivity must not disrupt. Hide that box of Kleenex in the bottom drawer. This is where I have kept mine all
these years, there for the students who inevitably, every semester, come to
my office carrying some unbearable pain—a parent in the hospital, a sibling
addicted to drugs, or simply the heavy rock of their own lost zest for liv-
ing—that they ordinarily mask. Pain is embarrassing, in this view. People
apologize for it.

Is it no wonder that peace talk is outsider talk, that so few act like
global warming is the emergency that it is? Peace talk breaks the rule that
keeps feeling in check, love in the closet, vulnerability masked, and our
own mortality an unspoken secret. We neither bleed nor mourn in the hard-
edged public world the closet helped make. We put on our suits and go to
work, leaving our hearts behind.

I do not see a way to take down the war machine or disable the geno-
cide trigger if we do not talk about hate’s antipode. Let go of the false
hardness of so-called analytical thought that is ignorant of the actual condi-
tions of human lives. The closet is over and anyone who calls you soft
because you seek peace is lonely and afraid.

Ours is the only species that will kill for an idea. That grim observa-
tion has a promising corollary: Ours is the only species that can invent a
new idea that will change our behavior. Neither slime mold nor the great
apes get to do that.

In the days after September 11, 2001, the Rafu Shimpo newspaper
sought out old Kamikaze pilots. How odd that these content California
retirees were once suicide bombers. The war ended, allowing them the
chance to reflect on their past, war-making selves. “People in our homeland
were being killed in carpet bombings... It came so natural to us that we
were going to sacrifice our lives to protect our beautiful country and my
people,” Haruki Okamoto said. He was 15 years old, and had been told
that occupying Americans would come to rape the women and castrate the
men. He says he felt no fear of dying. “It is impossible for the U.S.
military to eradicate every single one of the enemy. I am very worried that
hatred against us among survivors and their sympathizers would multiply,
which would lead to the next retribution against us,” he said of our military
response to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.

Another Kamikaze survivor recalled that if one teen-age trainee made
an error, all members of the unit were beaten until they bled. They were
trained as a team, and every single one stepped up when volunteers were
called for a suicide mission. The war’s end saved him from the death he
volunteered for, and he went on to serve in the U.S. Army in the Korean
War. As the bombing missions over Afghanistan began, this veteran of
two wars asked simply “retribution will call for another act of retribution
... Why wasn’t there any talk with them before this happened?”
They were young, taken from their families, chosen for a special team. They loved the team; they ate and sang and cried and trained to die together. They did not know any Americans, and they believed it when they were told the Americans would rape their sisters and mothers and grandmothers if they invaded. They had to stop them, and they were ready to die to do it.

The war ended, and the young pilots had the chance to consider a new idea. It happens! People change and grow and let go of the hate that they once consumed like food, breathed like air, knew with certainty.

CONCLUSION

From the halls of the Academy to the halls of Congress, toxic certainty ends conversations. I declare no certainty about the primary role of homophobia in generating other forms of oppression, but I do claim that homophobia plays a large role in the dominance of dominance: be hard, express no doubt, demolish the threat. I am also sure, by now, that priapic bully-talk will never save us from the jaws of the killing machine.

We may have little time before the seas rise to swallow us, before the next planned act of terror, or before random lawlessness of the enraged dispossessed hits a town where someone we love just happens to be. Instead of compulsory nationalism, premature certainty, homophobic bullying of peaceful dreamers, we can invent a new idea, or take seriously an old idea passed to us through holy hands of all human faiths: the mystery, the power, the dream, of our humble place in a larger and most beautiful cosmos.
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